Paula Kluth

Dr. Kluth is a highly regarded teacher, consultant, and author dedicated to promoting more inclusive classrooms and communities.

TOPIC: Just Give Him The Whale

Using Passions, Areas of Expertise, and Strengths to Support Students with Autism

Monday March 21, 2011 at 6:30 - 8:30pm

Thomas Fulghum Center
4003 Cogbill Road, Richmond, VA 23234

Unfortunately, fascinations are not always valued or seen as potential teaching, coping, or learning tools. In fact, many a meeting has been planned and a behavior program written to squelch a person's "obsessions".

In this session participants will learn how to reframe obsessions as passions, interests, or favorites and see them as potential bridges or stepping stones to success. Specifically, Dr. Kluth will explore how special interest areas can help families, teachers and others calm, comfort, teach, inspire, and connect with individuals on the autism spectrum.

RSVP to Tracy, Family Resource Coordinator, Colonial Heights Public Schools at 804-524-3452 or Tracy_Lewis@colonialhts.net